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Bannerlord start own kingdom tips

Mount &amp; Blade II: Bannerlord is one of the deepest RPG sandboxes out there. Playing the same way you want is one of the great selling points of this game. But since Bannerlord is still in dodd-all access, some features aren't actually explained very well. One such feature is the creation of
banerlord's own Kingdom. In this article we delve into how you go about creating your own faction and being an actual banner. Full Nereset Silly Starting his own kingdom in Banerlord is tied to the main line of quest game. As soon as you start a new character, you are instructed to explore a historical
battle named Nerezet Foley. As a specific quest entry in your quest log explains, you will have to talk to 10 nobles. Investigate the battle Which ones, you ask? Well, it's very easy, and quite difficult. All over the world, Calradia nobles, who have something to do with Nereset Foley, lie down with a blue
exclamation point next to their names. These nobles may not necessarily go beyond the quest line though. Once you have introduced yourself to these particular nobles, there is one option for dialogue highlighted in yellow. Nobles or nobles will either tell you about the battle or the revail that could tell you
about it. Look for blue anclamation signs on the map Search for mentioned nobles can be done as follows: by clicking 'N', you open an encyclopedia where you can enter the noble name you are looking for. In the upper right corner of this screen you will find where this person was last seen. Travel to your
last known place and work your way through 10 nobles. Quick tip: while resorting to war with factions, it is usually a profitable effort to be at war with the faction while you are trying to finish this quest is not recommended. It is quite difficult to track down the nobles. Interviewing them about some battles
while they hate your guts is even harder. A special dialogue option for you, my liege meeting with Eastian and Arzagos! Minor spoilers for the main quest line below! After finishing the first part of this quest, you will have to talk to two characters: Isina and Arzagos, located in Epicrothea and Maronet,
respectively. They can be found in the taverns of these cities and give you their attention about the political situation in Kalradiya. Decide who gets the Dragon Flag. Given that you will throw yourself into this article, you should probably keep it It will leave you four options, two of which will give you the
opportunity to create your own Kingdom. Basically you have to choose whether you join the empire or fight for independence. Whatever side you choose, you have to decide whether you are doing it by joining the existing faction of either party, or by creating your own Kingdom and helping them. Beware,
however, you will need to own several settlements for the kingdom under your rule to As a rule, it is better to join the faction for a while to comfortably gain strength and accumulate some fiefs. Leaving the faction will urin them though, so you can plunge into war right away. The next FAQ culture - which
one is the best? Previous FAQ Reputation – How to Get? Creating your own kingdom in Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord is a long process, and you need to bring out a few conditions. The reward for your efforts is the ability to lead a faction - as a faction leader you can start voting on your kingdom's
politics, declare war on other factions or accept clans to join your kingdom. On this page of our guide you will find a detailed description of the process of creating your own faction - our step-by-step guide comprehensively explains what to do. In other words, we explain how to create your own kingdom in
Bannerlord. Full investigation of the non-retake Folly mission First of all, you must complete one of the first missions of the campaign. The first step is to complete the Mission Pointless Neretse Investigation. It consists of talking to 10 Lords about the history of Kalradiya and the Empire. But they can't be
any random Lords - you have to find the right people with the right knowledge. How can I find the right Lords? Any Lord will tell you where to look for someone with information. The best way to complete Neretzes' mission to Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord is to talk to every lord you meet. During the dialog,
select an option highlighted in orange. If the Lord has the information he needs, he will just give it to you. If not, he will show a person who has such knowledge. This makes it easy to look for the Lords needed to complete the mission. In search of specific lords, you need to use the encyclopedia of the
game - you can activate it using the N key. Next, enter the name of the Lord you are looking for in the search engine - in the window of the chosen Lord you will find its last known location. Don't forget to talk to the Lords with a blue exclamation point. Traveling on the map, you should also look for lords
with a blue exclamation mark. This will usually mean that a particular Lord has the right knowledge, and talking to him can bring you closer to completing the Mission of the Senseless Neretzes Investigation. Talk to Istian and Arzagos The next step will be to talk to two characters. Upon completion of the
above mission, you will get two new goals - to meet Istian and meet Arzagos. These tasks are very simple and consist only of talking to the aforementioned characters. Hotel Istiana is located in Epicrotea, Maroon. Get three pieces dragon banner you have to get three parts dragon banner – you will find
them in the designated thugs shelter. After talking to Istian and Arzagos, you will learn that you have to purchase three parts dragon banner item. In 2010 shelters will be marked on your map - this is where you can find the necessary details. To get part of the banner, you just have to attack the hideout of
a particular thug and win the fight. This is indistinguishable from a standard attack on the bandit's headquarters. Once you have purchased three parts of the dragon banner, collect the dragon banner mission will be updated. After that you will be close to creating your own kingdom in Mount y-Blade 2
Bannerlord.Create your own kingdom Once the conditions are met, you can create your own kingdom. Four more conditions are needed to create your own kingdom. You can find them in the green frame below: THE CONDITIONS NEEDED TO CREATE YOUR OWN KINGDOMThe reach of the third
level of the clan - you develop a clan, gaining a reputation. Recruit at least 100 soldiers for your party. To be an independent clan - you can't belong to any faction. Own own locality - you must buy at least one castle or city. If you are currently a member of a faction, you probably own some land - after
leaving the faction you can keep it to yourself, but remember that then the relationship with the faction will deteriorate significantly. Once all the conditions have been met, go to Istiana or Arzagos and choose About creating my own factions option. After a short conversation, your own kingdom will be
created in Mount Lamm and Blade 2 Bannerlord. You can make all faction decisions in the Kingdom window. You can change the name of the kingdom, start voting to influence the kingdom's politics or declare war on other factions. Istian or Arzagos - whom to choose? This choice doesn't have much
impact on gameplay in Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord. Choosing the side of Arzagos, the final mission of the campaign will be to bring a situation in which factions of the empire (namely the Northern Empire, the Southern Empire and the Western Empire) own less than four lands. In turn, once Istian
sidesteed, the goal of the latest campaign mission will be to assume a majority (about 70%) of the campaign's 1970s. lands belonging to the empire. The next FAQ culture - which one is the best? Previous FAQ Reputation - How to Get? Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp;& iBooks Free
iOS app with fire and sword, vol 2 Guide to the Mountain and Blade 2 Bannerlord contains knowledge of this RPG - action - strategy mix game. You will learn here how to create and develop your character and how to fight. You will also find a set of the best tips. This guide to Mount and Blade 2
Bannerlord will help you conquer this open and dynamically changing world known as Calradia. The latest Mount and Blade series does not depart from the gameplay scheme seen in previous installments - the world is open at your disposal, and the following guide will help you familiarize yourself with the
changes made to Bannerlord. Tips for beginners will help you get started Explain the most important aspects of the game, while further pages offer detailed descriptions for gameplay modes, create and develop your hero, or find your way around the map. We also added advice on the economy and army
management. Battle is a very important part of the mountain and blade 2. As a result, we have devoted a whole chapter exclusively to this aspect of gameplay. Here you will learn how to win battles and skirmishes, as well as how to successfully siege castles. The protection of its own locks and villages is
also mentioned. The following tips will answer the question - how to fight and do battle in Mount and Blade 2. Bannerlord has several factions, all of them unique. Our guide will introduce you to factions to which you can join or fight against them. Learning units, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of
each faction will help you during the game. The above sections are supplemented by the faq section. This is where we answer the questions that may arise during the game. How to make money, what factions appear in the game, how to start a family, how to fight in the arena, how to develop skills, how to
recruit soldiers or how to create your own kingdom are examples of issues that appear in our FAQ section. The latest Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord guide pages are dedicated to the technical side of the game. We have listed detailed system requirements, both minimal and recommended. You will also
find controls separated by the current gameplay mode - world map or battle. Radoslaw Wacha Wasik (www.gamepressure.com) Release date and price of mountain and blade 2Consitators Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord have not yet given an official release date. The game was released early on March
30, 2020. The title can be purchased for 49.99 dollars / 49.99 euros / 39.99 pounds. Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord - the storyline and your mission of Mechanica Gore and Blade 2 Bannerlord is not much different from what we could see in previous parts of the series. The players will reappern to the land
of Kalradiya, but this time the action takes place 200 years before the events known as the expansion of the war. The storyline revolves around the civil war between the three factions - the last ruler of Kalradiya did not leave the heir. Local bandits, mercenaries or hostile tribes also join the ongoing conflict.
However, the plot of the game serves only as a background, as players write their own stories. Bannerlord allows you to join one of the available factions, rob villages as a wanted criminal, or even create your own kingdom. The game mixes elements of strategy games and RPG. The gameplay is divided
between two modes - world map and combat. In world map mode, players travel the world, recruit soldiers, trade or conduct diplomatic negotiations. Battle mode is used to image a fight, battle or castle requirementsA bannerlord has been imaginable on my computer? If you ask yourself this question,
take a look at the Mount mount and Blade 2 mount requirements below. Knowing the minimum and recommended requirements helps you determine whether your computer can handle the game. Minimum system requirementsCPU: Intel Core i3-8100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200 GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 630 /
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AM Radeon HD 7850 RAM: 6 GB Space location: 60 GBOperative system: 64-bit Windows 7 / 8 / 10Recodended system requirements: Intel Core i5-9600K / AMD Ryzen 5 3600XGPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 5 80 RAM: 8 GBDisk space: 60
GBOperation system: 64-bit Windows 7 / 8 / 10 ControlsThat the Mount and Blade 2 Bannerd control scheme is definitely help you get acquainted with the game. The tables below contain all the buttons used in the game, divided between campaign map mode and battle modes. Mode Map Campaign
Movement Navigation Map Zoom/Out Equipment Encyclopedia Kingdom Window Window Mission Mission Party Change AppearanceCombat Mode Character Movement Attack Block Change Weapons Go Interaction Crouch Strike Change weapon modeSelect block and activate command mode Next
Basics Beginnings - what to do first? Author: Radoslav Vacha Vasik for gamepressure.com Translator : Mateusz Iktyus Pollen last updated: March 9, 2020 Use the following comments to send your updates and fixes to this guide. Page 3 Download guide to the game PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free
application for iOS with fire and sword, vol 2 Mountain Guide and Blade 2 Bannerlord contains knowledge of this RPG - action - strategy game mix. You will learn here how to create and develop your character and how to fight. You will also find a set of the best tips. This guide to the mountain and Blade 2
Bannerlord will help you conquer this open and dynamically changing world known as Calradia. The latest Mount and Blade series input does not depart from the gameplay scheme seen in the previous parts - the world is open and at your disposal, and the guide below will help you familiarize yourself
with the changes made in Bannerlord. Beginner tips will help you get started and explain the most important aspects of the game, and further pages offer detailed descriptions of your game modes, creating and developing your hero, or finding a way around the map. We also added advice on the economy
and army management. Wrestling is a very important part of Mount and Blade 2. As a result, we devoted a whole chapter exclusively to this aspect of the gameplay. Here you will learn how to win battles and skirmishes, as well as how to successfully siege the locks. The protection of its own locks and
villages is also mentioned. The tips below will answer the question - how to fight and do battle in Mount and Blade 2. Banerlord has several factions, all of them unique. Our guide introduces factions that can be joined or fought against them. Studying the divisions as well as the strengths and weaknesses
of each faction will help you during the game. The sections above are supplemented by faq. This is where we answer questions that may arise during the game. How to make money, what factions appear in the game, how to start a family, how to fight in the arena, how to develop skills, how to recruit
soldiers or how to create your own kingdom - these are examples of issues that appear in our FAQ section. The latest Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord guide pages are dedicated to the technical side of the game. We listed detailed system requirements, both minimal and recommended. You'll also find
controls separated by the current gameplay mode - a world map or battle. Radoslaw Wacha Wasik (www.gamepressure.com) Release date and price of Mount and Blade 2 Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord have not yet been given an official release date. The game was released in early access on March
30, 2020. The title can be purchased for 49.99 dollars / 49.99 euros / 39.99 pounds. Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord - the storyline and your missionMechanics Mountains and Blades 2 Bannerlord is not much different from what we could see in previous parts of the series. The players will again land
Kalradia, but this time the action takes place 200 years before the events known for expanding the war. The storyline revolves around a civil war between three factions - Kalradia's last ruler left no heir. Local bandits, mercenaries or enemy tribes are also joining the ongoing conflict. However, the plot of
the game serves only as a backdrop, as players write their own stories. Bannerlord allows you to join one of the available factions, loot villages as a wanted criminal, or even create your own kingdom. The game mixes elements of strategic games and RPGs. The gameplay is divided between two modes world map and combat. In world map mode, players travel the world, recruit soldiers, trade or negotiate diplomatically. The battle mode is used to depict clashes, battles or sieges of the castle. System requirementsWhy bannerlord work on my computer? If you ask yourself this question, take a look at
mount and Blade 2 hardware requirements below. By knowing the minimum and recommended requirements, you can determine whether your computer can handle the game. Minimum system requirementsCPU: Intel Core i3-8100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200 GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 630 / NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7850 RAM: 6 GBDisk space: 60 GBOperative system: 64-bit Windows 7 /8/10Recommended system RequirementsCPU: Intel Core i5-9600K / AMD Ryzen 5 3600XGPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 580 RAM: 8 GBDisk Space: 60 GB Operating System:
64-bit Windows 7/8/10 System The control scheme will definitely help you familiarize yourself with the game. The following tables contain all the buttons used in the game, divided between campaign map modes and battle modes. Map Mode Campaign Movement Navigation map Zoom/decrease
equipment Encyclopedia Kingdom Window Clan Mission Party Control Change appearance Character Mode Movement Attack Change Weapons Jump Interact Crouch Strike Change weapon modeSelect unit and activate command mode Next Basics Beginnings - what to do first? Author : Radoslaw
Gamepressure.com Translator : Mateusz Ictius Savka Last updated: March 9, 2020 Use the comments below to send your updates and fixes to this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp;&amp; iBooks Free iOS App with Fire and Sword, vol 2 Mountain &amp; Blade Guide 2 Bannerlord
contains knowledge of this RPG - action - mix strategy game. You will learn here how to create and develop your character and how to fight. You will also find a set of the best tips. This Guide for Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord will help you conquer this open and dynamically changing world known as
Calradia. The latest Mount and Blade series recording does not depart from the gameplay scheme noticed in previous installments - the world is open and at your disposal, and the following guide will help you familiarize yourself with the changes made in Bannerlord. Tips for beginners will help you get
started and explain the most important aspects of the game, while further pages offer detailed descriptions for gameplay modes, creating and developing your hero, or finding your way around the map. We also added advice on the economy and army management. Battle is a very important part of the
mountain and blade 2. As a result, we have devoted a whole chapter exclusively to this aspect of gameplay. Here you will learn how to win battles and skirmishes, as well as how to successfully siege castles. The protection of its own locks and villages is also mentioned. The following tips will answer the
question - how to fight and do battle in Mount and Blade 2. Bannerlord has several factions, all of them unique. Our guide will introduce you to factions to which you can join or fight against them. Learning units, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of each faction will help you during the game. The
above sections are supplemented by the faq section. This is where we answer the questions that may arise during the game. How to make money, what factions appear in the game, how to start a family, how to fight in the arena, how to develop skills, how to recruit soldiers or how to create your own
kingdom are examples of issues that appear in our FAQ section. The latest Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord guide pages are dedicated to the technical side of the game. We have listed detailed system requirements, both minimal and recommended. You will also find controls that Following the current
game mode - world map or fight. Radoslav Wacha Wasik (www.gamepressure.com) Release date and price Mount and Blade 2 Developers Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord have not yet given an official release date. The game was released in Early Access on March 30, 2020. The title can be purchased
for 49.99 dollars / 49.99 euros / 39.99 pounds. Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord - storyline and your missionTech Mount and Blade 2 Bannerlord is little different from what we could see in previous parts of the series. The players will be taken to the land of Kalradia again, but this time the action takes place
200 years before the events known for the expansion of the War. The storyline revolves around a civil war between three factions - Kalradia's last ruler left no heir. Local bandits, mercenaries or enemy tribes are also joining the ongoing conflict. However, the plot of the game serves only as a backdrop, as
players write their own stories. Bannerlord allows you to join one of the available factions, loot villages as a wanted criminal or even create your own kingdom. The game mixes elements of strategic games and action packed RPGs. The gameplay is divided between two modes - world map and fight. In
world map mode, players travel the world, recruit soldiers, trade or negotiate diplomatically. The battle mode is used to depict clashes, battles or sieges of the castle. System requirementsFilling Bannerlord on my computer? If you ask yourself this question, take a look at the Mount mount and Blade 2
mount requirements below. Knowing the minimum and recommended requirements helps you determine whether your computer can handle the game. Minimum system requirementsCPU: Intel Core i3-8100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200 GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 630 / NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AM Radeon HD

7850 RAM: 6 GB Space location: 60 GBOperative system: 64-bit Windows 7 / 8 / 10Recodended system requirements: Intel Core i5-9600K / AMD Ryzen 5 3600XGPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 5 80 RAM: 8 GBDisk space: 60 GBOperation system: 64-bit Windows 7 / 8 / 10
ControlsThat the Mount and Blade 2 Bannerd control scheme is definitely help you get acquainted with the game. The tables below contain all the buttons used in the game, divided between campaign map mode and battle modes. Mode Map Campaign Movement Navigation Map Zoom/Out Equipment
Encyclopedia Kingdom Window Window Mission Mission Party Change AppearanceCombat Mode Character Movement Attack Block Change Weapons Go Interaction Crouch Strike Change weapon modeSelect block and activate command mode Next Basics Beginnings - what to do first? Author:
Radoslav Vacha Vasik for gamepressure.com Translator : Mateusz Iktyus Pollen last updated: March 9, 2020 Use the following comments to send your updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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